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1. a  EVENT INFORMATION 

 Date of Event: 2019 December 21-22 

 Venue: Moscow FFWPU-HQ, Russia
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1.b EVENT INFORMATION 

 Total Number of People: 715

 Number of Participants: 711

 Number of CheonBo staff: 63

CheonBo Europe Branch: 3

CheonBo Korea staff: 1

Chanyang Team: 20

Local Team: 39

Total umber of People: 715 

umber of Participants. 711 

umber of Cheon Bo s aft. 63 



2. 2-DAY WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

 Opening Ceremony
 CheonBo Lecture 1: Rev. Tibor Krebsz
 Break 
 Chanyang Session – 60 mins
 Break
 CheonBo Lecture 2: Pres. In Pyo Moon
 Writing reflections
 Rehearsal for Ceremonies 

 Ancestor Liberation Ceremony
 Break 
 HJ Offering Ceremony 
 Lunch 
 Ancestor Blessing Ceremony 
 Break
 Victory Celebration 
 Writing testimonies 
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6.a  Chanyang Yeoksa 



6.b  Chanyang Yeoksa 



6.c Ancestor Liberation



Chanyang Team & Main Staff  



6.d Hyojeong Offering Ceremony 



Group Photo 



6.e Ancestor Blessing Ceremony



6.f Ancestor Blessing Ceremony



Speakers of the event



Moments



Victory Celebration & Entertainment



7. a TESTIMONIES

Victor Vlasov, M, 45, Moldova

During the ancestors liberation ceremony I was liberating my teacher who was

single, never married for her whole life and devoted her life to school fully.

During that ceremony I thought about her and it was like I transferred inside

into her and felt everything what she felt when she had died and went to spirit

world as if I was her. So I was in total darkness and only ringing silence was so

strong that I hardly could bear it. It seemed that it would last forever like that.

But suddenly I heard some music. Somewhere far away I saw the light. Closing

to that light I saw a lot of people who were shining and were clapping with their

hands. Everybody was looking into the direction of the bright light. Next I was

surrounded by that people. (During all this time I was like looking through my

teachers’ eyes and felt her feelings) Then I was already out of her and could

see her from my side. She turned to me and I saw that she was smiling.



7. b TESTIMONIES

Sergey Chervinskiy, M., 35, originally from Moldova, live in Moscow

Many things in this my reflection is special because it all came from my deep

feelings not from understanding by mind. I felt that. I consider that the most

of my experiences happened on the first day. While watching the video

describing the growing Peace village I felt that like most of people I had

overslept my own future. In 7 years after the Foundation Day True Mother

could build the center of history and from that point the energy of the future

would spread throughout the world. It will start exactly from there because

in that place there is everything humanity had ever dreamed of: spirituality,

entertainment, beauty of nature, ideal local management, sport, libraries,

medicine, IT and innovation center, life maintaining infrastructure, education,

culture centers, system of hospitality and hotels and so on. Everything that is

necessary for original people and families.



7. c TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, F, 40

On the second day of Chyanyang session I decided to close my eyes and

focus on my internal feelings of being here. After some time I felt that I

wanted to hit myself precisely on my chest under the neck and higher than

heart. So I started to do for rather long time. And I started to ask question: -

“Why here? It might be the area of feelings and emotions.” And the answer

came to me: - “Yes, this is the area where the task that you need to do first of

all was located.” - And what is that?”- I asked. – “Resentment?”- “Not

exactly.” I searched and searched and finally found: “Conviction”. That was

the thing that had prevented God’s love from manifesting fully in my life! I

continued to hit in that part and felt more and more clearly that this was

true. This understanding naturally came to me. This is already the second

time when during the Chanyang session I get the answers on my internal

questions right away!



CheonBo Chanyang Team 
3 – Day  Preparation Workshop

including 1-day Seminar for Students

Preparatory meeting for CB event 
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CheonBo Chanyang Team 
3 – Day  Preparation Workshop

including 1-day Seminar for Students

Zoom Q & A session for members

Zoom EUME weekly prayer meeting



CheonBo Chanyang Team 
3 – Day  Preparation Workshop

including 1-day Seminar for Students

„My real self” 1-Day Seminar 
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